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Two Sister Governance Processes

• Regional Land Use Planning (LUP) and Environmental & Socio-economic Assessment (E & SEA) processes are
important tools for improving governance by informing the management of the environment, land, natural
resources and socio-economic and cultural factors in our society.
• Regional Land Use Planning (LUP) is an essential tool because:
•

the biophysical, land use/conflict and socio-economic information collected and analyzed during a planning
process is also invaluable to the E & SEA process, and

• the resulting land use designations and management guidance provided in a Final Plan are also critical to
the E & SEA process.
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Better Processes – Better Projects



LUP and E & SEA are the result of the collective/cooperative wisdom and
decision-making about acceptable land and resource uses and the quantity and
quality of these in a region.



The power of both LUP and E & SEA processes is in the provisions for the
engagement of all sectors of our society because:


the broader the engagement scope the better decisions that will get made
within the regulatory processes that flow from land use planning and
assessment.



The better the these processes the better an authorized project could be on
the ground.
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Governance is about managing the LUP and E & SEA processes through:
•

timely legislative and regulatory review

•

building, evaluating and improving the project registry system in particular
for non-government and public use

•

rigorous scoping of the project and the assessment both spatially and
temporally

•

obtaining and utilizing the best available information from all sources
including the “literature”, governments, NGOs, business and the public

•

most importantly we must do better with how to use Traditional &Scientific
Knowledge in collaborative ways

•

managing the resulting authorizations that flow from the recommendations
in the 2 processes

•

monitoring direct and cumulative project effects on the ground and the
effectiveness of the mitigative measures (i.e. terms and conditions included
in land use authorizations)
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CEA leads to decisions that maintain VC resiliency?
•

There are many different types of cumulative effects including additive, interactive, and
synergistic, and they manifest in different ways whereby the ability of the valued component
(VC) to absorb or adapt to the effect could ultimately be exceeded

•

We must pay close attention to the spatial and temporal dimensions of the activities that
cause direct and cumulative effects, for example:
•

road building and clearing native vegetation for land development, cause wildlife habitat
degradation in a contained area and once done do not occur again for that project (as
the project proceeds and if reclamation and closure are implemented the vegetation will
come back)

•

but other projects conducting the same activities nearby are additive to the effects of the
first project

•

on the other hand activities such as repetitive actions involving continuous/cyclical or
episodic discharges of liquid waste or sewage into a water body from mining activities or
many wells tapping and depleting an aquifer happen over a much longer time and can
involve a wider spatial context
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Five Important Things To Know
1. Not

all cumulative effects can easily be traced back to their origins, especially in highly
developed areas. However, it is still important to try to identify which activities or broad land use
patterns or processes are driving environmental change and causing significant stress on VCs.

2. Ecological and socio-economic systems do not always respond to stress in a predictable, linear
fashion. Cumulative effects can occur some distance away in time or space.
3. Each additional impact to a VC, even if it is perceived to be individually minor, has the potential
to result in irreversible effects to that VC and therefore should be carefully evaluated.
4. Adopting a regional scale of analysis (e.g., eco-region, sub-watershed, watershed, or planning
unit) is necessary to assess cumulative effects on VCs.
5. Cumulative effects can be desirable and undesirable. Desirable cumulative effects of
development can, for example, include stabilized local economies, higher rates of education, and
lower rates of unemployment.
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Five Important Things To Do
1. Valued

component selection should be participatory and include scientific and traditional
knowledge and disparate views). Spatial scoping should vary by VC. Use a temporal scale that
accounts for, at minimum, the lifecycle of the project, plus decommissioning and reclamation
activities.
2. It is not enough to develop a “snapshot” of a VC’s current condition at the time of the proposed
project. It is important to understand changes over time and long-term trends.
3. Enhance cumulative effects analysis by comparing the effects of alternative future development
scenarios, including management options.
4. Do not evaluate the effects of the proposed initiative “compared to” the effects of other actions.
Rather, evaluate them “in addition to” the effects of other actions. It is the total effects on VCs that
matter.

5. Implement a long-term follow-up and monitoring plan with clear assignment of responsibilities
among proponents, regulators, and stakeholders. Seek data that help detect prediction errors, adapt
mitigation strategies, and support better CEA in the future.
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Example of Cumulative Effects on YFN Subsistence to
Harvest Rights (i.e. fish and wildlife, berries, fibre)
An agriculture land application is submitted that includes
plans to clear some land, use water from a stream/river
and build a residence.
-in general terms this potential development in an area will
affect subsistence harvest rights because of:

-reduction of habitat including movement corridors
-disturbance of wildlife from noise and human presence,
-reduction of harvesting area available because of the
Wildlife Act provision restricting discharge of a firearm
within 1 kilometer of a residence
-increasing hunting pressure on adjacent Category B
Settlement Land
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Issues with YESAB CEA
•

The project by project assessment regime does not lend itself to gaining an understanding of
cumulative effects even at the local level let alone the regional level.
Examples:
-linear disturbance and zone of influence of roads being developed to projects or by area
residents in an ad hoc manner
-wide ranging VESECs such as water in streams and rivers, regionally migratory species
and climate change

•

The spatial and temporal scoping of projects and hence the assessment is sometimes quite
narrow.

•

Weak recommendations on progressive reclamation planning due to lack of full legislative &
regulatory basis.

•

The lack of use of or requirement for YESAA s. 110 Audits and Effects Monitoring and s.112
Studies and Research.
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Potential Governance Mechanism to Improve E & SEA
•

The YESAA Reset MOU signed by Canada, Yukon and the Yukon First Nations could
lead an examination of Governance matters outlined above to improve the YESAA
processes where warranted. It is comprised of senior officials from the 3 parties.

•

Oversight Group will discuss the need for and roles of the YESAA Forum and reestablish the Forum.

•

Hence, both the governance and the policy and practice of E & SEA and CEA will be
monitored and improved going forward.
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THANK YOU
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